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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution to secure the MedicalHistory data in the ClaimsDetail table. The solution must meet
the Contoso developer requirements. What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. row-level security (RLS) 

B. Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) 

C. Always Encrypted 

D. data classification 

E. dynamic data masking 

Correct Answer: E 

Scenario: The Contoso developers must be prevented from viewing the data in a column named MedicalHistory in the
ClaimDetails table. 

Dynamic data masking (DDM) limits sensitive data exposure by masking it to non-privileged users. It can be used to
greatly simplify the design and coding of security in your application. 

Dynamic data masking helps prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data by enabling customers to specify how much
sensitive data to reveal with minimal impact on the application layer. DDM can be configured on designated database 

fields to hide sensitive data in the result sets of queries. With DDM, the data in the database isn\\'t changed. DDM is
easy to use with existing applications, since masking rules are applied in the query results. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) encrypts the entire database, not specific columns. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/dynamic-data-masking 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has on-premises network in Seattle and an Azure subscription. The on-premises network contains a
Remote Desktop server. 

The company contracts a third-party development firm from France to develop and deploy resources to the virtual
machines hosted in the Azure subscription. 

Currently, the firm establishes an RDP connection to the Remote Desktop server. From the Remote Desktop
connection, the firm can access the virtual machines hosted in Azure by using custom administrative tools installed on
the Remote 

Desktop server. All the traffic to the Remote Desktop server is captured by a firewall, and the firewall only allows specific
connections from France to the server. 

You need to recommend a modern security solution based on the Zero Trust model. The solution must minimize latency
for developers. 
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Which three actions should you recommend? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Configure network security groups (NSGs) to allow access from only specific logical groupings of IP address ranges. 

B. Deploy a Remote Desktop server to an Azure region located in France. 

C. Migrate from the Remote Desktop server to Azure Virtual Desktop. 

D. Implement Azure Firewall to restrict host pool outbound access. 

E. Configure Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Conditional Access with multi-factor authentication (MFA) and named
locations. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

E: Organizations can use this location for common tasks like: 

Requiring multi-factor authentication for users accessing a service when they\\'re off the corporate network. 

Blocking access for users accessing a service from specific countries or regions. 

The location is determined by the public IP address a client provides to Azure Active Directory or GPS coordinates
provided by the Microsoft Authenticator app. Conditional Access policies by default apply to all IPv4 and IPv6
addresses. 

CD: Use Azure Firewall to protect Azure Virtual Desktop deployments. 

Azure Virtual Desktop is a desktop and app virtualization service that runs on Azure. When an end user connects to an
Azure Virtual Desktop environment, their session is run by a host pool. A host pool is a collection of Azure virtual 

machines that register to Azure Virtual Desktop as session hosts. These virtual machines run in your virtual network and
are subject to the virtual network security controls. They need outbound Internet access to the Azure Virtual Desktop 

service to operate properly and might also need outbound Internet access for end users. Azure Firewall can help you
lock down your environment and filter outbound traffic. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/protect-azure-virtual-desktop 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company is developing a serverless application in Azure that will have the architecture shown in the following
exhibit. 
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You need to recommend a solution to isolate the compute components on an Azure virtual network. What should you
include in the recommendation? 

A. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) enterprise applications 

B. an Azure App Service Environment (ASE) 

C. Azure service endpoints 

D. an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) application proxy 

Correct Answer: B 

The Azure App Service Environment v2 is an Azure App Service feature that provides a fully isolated and dedicated
environment for securely running App Service apps at high scale. This capability can host your: 

1. 

Windows web apps 

2. 

Linux web apps 

3. 

Docker containers 

4. 

Mobile apps 
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5. 

Functions 

App Service environments (ASEs) are appropriate for application workloads that require: 

Very high scale. 

Isolation and secure network access. 

High memory utilization. 

Customers can create multiple ASEs within a single Azure region or across multiple Azure regions. This flexibility makes
ASEs ideal for horizontally scaling stateless application tiers in support of high requests per second (RPS) workloads. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/environment/intro 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Azure AD tenant that syncs with an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain. Client computers
run Windows and are hybrid-joined to Azure AD. 

You are designing a strategy to protect endpoints against ransomware. The strategy follows Microsoft Security Best
Practices. 

You plan to remove all the domain accounts from the Administrators groups on the Windows computers. 

You need to recommend a solution that will provide users with administrative access to the Windows computers only
when access is required. The solution must minimize the lateral movement of ransomware attacks if an administrator
account on a computer is compromised. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. Local Administrator Password Solution (LAPS) 

B. Azure AD Identity Protection 

C. Azure AD Privileged Identity Management (PIM) 

D. Privileged Access Workstations (PAWs) 

Correct Answer: A 

Microsoft\\'s "Local Administrator Password Solution" (LAPS) provides management of local administrator account
passwords for domain-joined computers. Passwords are randomized and stored in Active Directory (AD), protected by
ACLs, so only eligible users can read it or request its reset. 

Microsoft LAPS is short for Microsoft Local Administrator Password Solution. When installed and enabled on domain-
joined computers it takes over the management of passwords of local accounts. Passwords are automatically changed
to random characters that meet the domain\\'s password policy requirements at a frequency that you define through
Group Policy. 

The passwords are stored in a protected “confidential” attribute on the Computer object in AD. Unlike most other
attributes which can be read by all domain users by default, the confidential attributes require extra privileges to be
granted in order to read them, thus securing the managed passwords. 
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Incorrect: Not B: Integrate on-premises Active Directory domains with Azure Active Directory Validate security
configuration and policy, Actively monitor Azure AD for signs of suspicious activity 

Consider using Azure AD Premium P2 edition, which includes Azure AD Identity Protection. Identity Protection uses
adaptive machine learning algorithms and heuristics to detect anomalies and risk events that may indicate that an
identity has been compromised. For example, it can detect potentially unusual activity such as irregular sign-in activities,
sign-ins from unknown sources or from IP addresses with suspicious activity, or sign-ins from devices that may be
infected. Identity Protection uses this data to generate reports and alerts that enable you to investigate these risk events
and take appropriate action. 

Not C: Azure AD PIM is a service in Azure AD that enables you to manage, control, and monitor access to resources in
Azure AD, Azure, and other Microsoft Online Services such as Microsoft 365 or Microsoft Intune. 

Not D: Privileged Access Workstations (PAWs) provide a dedicated operating system for sensitive tasks that is
protected from Internet attacks and threat vectors. Separating these sensitive tasks and accounts from the daily use
workstations and devices provides very strong protection from phishing attacks, application and OS vulnerabilities,
various impersonation attacks, and credential theft attacks such as keystroke logging, Pass-the-Hash, and Pass-The-
Ticket. 

Reference: https://craighays.com/microsoft-laps/ https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-
architectures/identity/azure-ad 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an Azure subscription that has Microsoft Defender for Cloud enabled. 

You have an Amazon Web Services (AWS) implementation. 

You plan to extend the Azure security strategy to the AWS implementation. The solution will NOT use Azure Arc. 

Which three services can you use to provide security for the AWS resources? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Microsoft Defender for Containers 

B. Microsoft Defender for servers 

C. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Conditional Access 

D. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Privileged Identity Management (PIM) 

E. Azure Policy 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Environment settings page (in preview) (recommended) - This preview page provides a greatly improved, simpler,
onboarding experience (including auto provisioning). This mechanism also extends Defender for Cloud\\'s enhanced
security features to your AWS resources: *(A) Microsoft Defender for Containers brings threat detection and advanced
defenses to your Amazon EKS clusters. This plan includes Kubernetes threat protection, behavioral analytics,
Kubernetes best practices, admission control recommendations and more. 

* Microsoft Defender for Servers, though it requires Arc. 
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C: AWS installations can benefit from Conditional Access. Defender for Cloud Apps integrates with Azure AD
Conditional Access to enforce additional restrictions, and monitors and protects sessions after sign-in. Defender for
Cloud Apps 

uses user behavior analytics (UBA) and other AWS APIs to monitor sessions and users and to support information
protection. 

E: Kubernetes data plane hardening. 

For a bundle of recommendations to protect the workloads of your Kubernetes containers, install the Azure Policy for
Kubernetes. You can also auto deploy this component as explained in enable auto provisioning of agents and
extensions. 

With the add-on on your AKS cluster, every request to the Kubernetes API server will be monitored against the
predefined set of best practices before being persisted to the cluster. You can then configure to enforce the best
practices and 

mandate them for future workloads. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: To enable the Defender for Servers plan you need Azure Arc for servers installed on your EC2 instances. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/quickstart-onboard-aws?pivots=env-settings 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-containers-introduction 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/aws/aws-azure-security-solutions 
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